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Maybe no other part of the federal government has seen more
change over the last 10 years, let alone the last 12 months, than
the people.
The roles and responsibilities of most federal employees today are
that of knowledge workers where data and technology are driving
their day-to-day, month-to-month challenges and opportunities.
Agencies recognize, in the words of the Chief of Staff of
the Air Force, they must “accelerate change or lose.”
The Department of the Air Force has turned to strategic
workforce planning to identify the skillsets it needs
today and will need in the future.

PANEL OF EXPERTS

The FBI is trying to figure out how to move its
employees out of their personal siloes and into
different functions to encourage the development of
those different skills.
Really no matter the approach, it’s clear that agencies
must continue to evolve their recruitment strategies
and how they retain current employees. And data will
drive many of those decisions.
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Federal News Network surveyed six agencies and
one large government contractor about the continued
development of their human resources programs.
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This survey highlights the fact that there is no
one approach that works best, but all tactics have
commonalities that are driving to a universal end
result: Employees who are successfully prepared to
take on the mission of today and in the future.
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Management

Jason Miller
Executive Editor
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 iscuss your strategy for recruiting and retaining your workforce,
D
particularly those hard to fill positions in the technology and
cybersecurity fields. What flexibilities are you using to attract/retain
someone who may be hard to keep in government?
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE
The Office of the Director of National
Intelligence is focused on identifying new
and innovative flexibilities that meet the
needs of our current workforce and those
of prospective employees in the future.
We still have room to be creative while
accepting that the classified nature of our
work imposes some limits on what can be
done outside of a sensitive compartmented
information facility (SCIF). Though the
pandemic has clearly generated hurdles
in attracting and maintaining talent, it has
also created an opportunity for ODNI to
reimagine these important areas. We now
recognize that offering greater flexibility is
an important way to help our workforce stay
resilient.
• Driven by the pandemic, we have
developed a permanent telework
policy meant to outlast the need for
reduced building occupancy under
COVID-19 protocols. We’ve challenged

our managers to think creatively about
identifying unclassified projects and
activities that can be accomplished
outside the office and that can
supplement our classified work. We’ve
been amazed by the innovation and
enthusiasm of the workforce response.
• In addition to our new emphasis on
incorporating telework, ODNI offers
flexible schedules, part-time work and
the opportunity to reskill, upskill and
broaden expertise through training,
education and rotational assignments to
other parts of the IC.
• ODNI also works closely with Intelligence
Community (IC) partners on strategies
to attract and retain employees with
critical skills, such as cybersecurity and
technical expertise.
— Lora Shiao, chief operating officer

DEFENSE ACQUISITION UNIVERSITY

“As a federal organization we must live
within certain financial limitations for
salary and other financial incentives,
so our efforts at building a strong
employee engagement platform are
at the core of our retention efforts.
We support an atmosphere with
highly skilled teammates, a highly
collaborative environment and provide
interesting work and opportunities.”
— ANGELA CARSTEN, HUMAN RESOURCES DIRECTOR,
DEFENSE ACQUISITION UNIVERSITY
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Congress has afforded the defense
acquisition community many opportunities
to recruit top talent. Direct hiring authorities
allow us to fill vacancies when a critical
hiring need or severe shortage of candidates
exists. Flexibilities such as telework and
alternate work schedules provide work-life
balance. Additionally, Congress appropriated
a special fund to recruit, retain and develop
the acquisition workforce.
At DAU specifically, we recruit through
traditional job postings, but more
importantly we recruit through our people
and alumni network to communicate what
we are seeking for technical skill sets
and also what we offer as an institution.
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As a federal organization we must live
within certain financial limitations for
salary and other financial incentives, so
our efforts at building a strong employee
engagement platform are at the core of our
retention efforts. We support an atmosphere
with highly skilled teammates, a highly

collaborative environment and provide
interesting work and opportunities. What
we do is meaningful to the Department of
Defense and the warfighter, and our people
become invested in the outcomes.
— Angela Carsten, human resources director

AIR FORCE CIVILIAN FORCE MANAGEMENT
The Department of the Air Force values
civilians as a critical component of our
total force, and recognizes that recruiting
and retaining them places us in direct
competition with the private sector and
other federal agencies for high quality talent.
To remain competitive – particularly as it
relates to hard to fill positions in technology
and cybersecurity fields – we have taken
a dual approach. First, we aggressively use
the hiring and recruitment authorities that
are already available to us (e.g., recruitment,
relocation and retention incentives and
special salary rates). Second, we are
working to grow our ability to more quickly
identify and hire top talent by pursuing
congressionally approved expansion of
direct-hire and expedited-hire authorities
(DHAs/EHAs). The hope is that this dual
approach will provide us with a competitive
edge in finding and then quickly hiring the
airmen we need.
We aggressively use flexibilities like
recruitment, relocation and retention
incentives (3Rs incentives), and special
salary rates to help us offer competitive

monetary incentives for hard-to-fill
positions. However, we also recognize
that monetary benefits are not the only
motivating factor for many potential
civilian employees. The Department of
the Air Force offers highly organized
and robust opportunities for professional
learning, career growth, formal and informal
mentorship and skills development. It also
offers work environments that meaningfully
promote diversity and inclusion; an array of
family-friendly leave options; and supportive
work-life and health and wellness programs
that we believe set us apart from the private
sector and make federal employment
with us an attractive option. Yet we are
always seeking ways to improve how we
do business, so we are also engaged in an
ongoing RAND study to generate innovative
ideas around recruitment and retention of
highly technical talent.
— Glenda Scheiner, director of headquarters Air
Force Civilian Force Management and John
Carbone, deputy director of headquarters Air
Force Civilian Force Management, Air Force

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT
With more than 420,000 employees onboard,
the Veterans Affairs Department is not
only the largest health care system in the
country, but it also provides comprehensive
veterans benefits and memorial services.
We have employees in all 50 states as well
as U.S. territories. VA routinely hires tens of
thousands of new employees each year and
faced unprecedented challenges in response
to the Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19).

To attract and retain talent, VA is leveraging
temporary and permanent authorities
granted by the Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) which includes:
Schedule A temporary appointment
authority, dual compensation waivers,
direct hire authority, outreach to preferenceeligible veterans, military spouses and
returning Peace Corps volunteers, waiver
of incentive limits, primarily retention
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incentives, increased use of special
contribution awards, and waivers of pay
limits under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and
Economic Security (CARES) Act.

identify positions that match their interests
and skills, and to understand the various
paths a work role can create throughout a
federal cyber career.

VA is increasing use of recruitment tools
like OPM’s Agency Talent Portal and a
partnership with LinkedIn. VA is exploring
use of assessments, such as USA Hire
to improve the assessment of candidate
competencies and the quality of candidates
on certificates of eligible candidates referred
to the hiring managers.

In response to the challenges of COVID-19,
the VA’s chief learning officer focused
efforts in fiscal 2020 on increasing virtual,
on-demand learning and development
resources, using a variety of online tools.
These efforts were connected to the
department’s leadership development
framework – a roadmap designed by
learning professionals across VA to engage
all employees, so they know what they can
expect from VA, and what VA expects in
their professional development.

During COVID-19, VA ensured safe work
environments for employees whose jobs
could not be performed remotely and
provided paid leave options when needed.
VA increased the total family income limit
to maximize access to childcare subsidy.
VA’s annual telework report to OPM reflected
greater use of telework – especially ad hoc
telework – and more positions classified as
remote or locations not in the traditional,
pre-COVID pandemic office setting. Overall,
VA reduced time-to-hire and losses to
competition by using standard position
descriptions, non-competitive authorities,
reduced onboarding times and offering more
workplace flexibilities.
In the area of cybersecurity, VA led an
interagency working group, alongside
partners at the Department of Defense and
the Cybersecurity Infrastructure Security
Agency, to develop the cyber career
pathways tool – a publicly available tool
that provides individuals with the ability
to interact with the National Initiative for
Cybersecurity Education (NICE) Framework
and use cyber work roles to visualize, build,
and navigate a federal cyber career.
VA led a comprehensive assessment of
its cyber positions in order to identify and
align them with work roles within the NICE
Framework. By incorporating nationally
recognized work roles into its positions, VA
is able to tailor its vacancy announcements
by the specific cyber roles they employ,
thereby increasing an applicant’s ability to
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To support employee professional
development further, VA offered individual
development plans in its learning
management system and SharePoint
sites to provide relevant information on
professional development opportunities.
VA also increased use of webinars, both live
and on-demand, and launched a variety of
podcasts across the organization via the “Are
You Future Ready? AdVAncing Your Career”
series.
To bring timely and engaging learning
content to employees, VA added LinkedIn
Learning access for micro-learning
opportunities, and curated content in our
learning management system for easy,
single-click access.
Finally, we focused on the health and
wellness of employees, some who increased
their tele- and remote work, as well as those
on the front lines serving veterans and
battling COVID-19. We offered and advertised
courses on resiliency, stress management
and the latest IT solutions for remote work
to include several artificial intelligence
capabilities to support both veterans and
employees through a “COVID Answer Bot.”
— Tracey Therit, chief human capital officer at the
Veterans Affairs Department
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COAST GUARD
To recruit and retain a highly qualified
workforce, the Coast Guard offers a variety
of recruitment and retention incentives for
both its military and civilian workforce.
The following are Coast Guard programs and
incentives designed to recruit and retain
employees:
• Recruitment incentives for difficult to fill
positions;
• Relocation incentives to current federal
employees moving to difficult to fill
areas/positions;
• Retention incentives for employees
likely to leave federal service;

• Superior qualification appointments
offered to civilian employees for
individuals with unique qualifications;
• Guaranteed training and higher initial
rank to eligible military members and
applicants who desire to serve in critical
fields;
• Student loan repayments; and
• Cybersecurity employee retention
incentive program where employees who
possess a specific critical cybersecurity
certification are offered incentives to
remain in federal service.
— Coast Guard spokesperson

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
The FBI has 34,000 people, about 13,000
and some change are special agents. So
everybody else is not an agent. My team’s
responsibility is to find all of the needs for all
56 offices and our headquarters components.
Every year, we look at our attrition modeling.
We look at what the budget forecast is. And
then we set our hiring goals. We set that out
to all field offices, where all the recruiters
sit, and say, ‘Hey, here’s the long term goal
for the upcoming fiscal year. Here are the
numbers that we want you to hit. And here
are the outlines of the strategy that we’re
trying to enact. How do you want to do
that?’ We partner with those field offices,
and they craft a strategy based on their
knowledge of the area that they’re working
in. So for example, this past year, we said,
‘Hey, everybody, we want at least 27,000
applicants for the agent position, of which
45% we want to be minority, and 40%, we
want to be women, that would be a stretch
goal for us.’ For women, last year, we were
at 37%. So that will be a stretch goal. Based
on your area and the demographics in your
area, we may say ‘hey, El Paso, we want it to
look something like X percent Hispanic, Y
percent African American, Z percent Asian
American.’ In Chicago, it’s slightly a different

percent and in Detroit, it’s a different
percent. And that’s all based on Census data.
That’s sort of the layout of the strategy for
the agent side of things and then for the
professional staff side, we really look at each
of the individual job categories, again, IT
computer science, cyber, language, forensic
accounting and others, and then we sit with
the program managers for those specialized
positions and we craft of a strategy together
based on kind of what their future needs are
going to be.
We typically work with hiring managers
to try to figure out, are they looking for
entry level, mid level, senior level and what
specific skill sets they’re looking for. In a
perfect world, everybody would want a super
duper, way experienced computer scientist
who can hit the ground running. But that’s
not the reality. We have to find who we
can have. We do encourage them to take
a large number of entry level employees
from our internship in our collegiate hire
program that we have every fall. We do a
lot of interviews and we do bring people in
that way. We have to use a lot of different
strategies depending on the location,
whether it’s a hard to fill location, maybe
on the border in Texas, in a very high cost
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location like San Francisco, or a remote one
like Pocatello, Idaho. Each strategy for that
hard to fill job in a different location might
be slightly different. It might be a posting on
FBI jobs. We might do some advertisement
or do a Facebook Live session to try to
recruit people and tell them about the job.
We might use a more aggressive tool like
LinkedIn, where we’re actually looking for

people on LinkedIn, who matched the profile
of the person we’re trying to speak to, and
connect them to those program managers
who have the job itself to really kind of woo
those individuals into the FBI and try to get
them to come in.
— Peter Sursi, former head of talent acquisition

RAYTHEON MISSILES & DEFENSE
Behind our innovative, world-class products
and capabilities are some of the brightest
engineers and professionals in the defense
and aerospace industries. So elevating our
talent as a top level business imperative
across the enterprise is a key component of
our strategy to attract and retain people with
valuable skills and experience.
As a company with an expanding global
customer base and in-country suppliers,
we believe it’s important that our employee
population reflect the diverse nature of those
with whom we do business. That’s why, at
Raytheon Missiles & Defense, we place a
strong emphasis on diversity, equity and
inclusion across our hiring practices.
Solving some of the world’s biggest
challenges takes an array of voices,
perspectives and experience. To attract,
hire, develop, engage and retain the best and
brightest employees and leaders who are
essential to our mission, we partner with
premier organizations to reach the broadest
pool of top talent.
Fostering these deep partnerships through
recruitment, investments in career
development and community engagement
initiatives bolster our engagements with
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diverse talent across the world.
We also look to hire innovators who think
outside the box. We seek people who
challenge the status quo and are eager to
try new things in the spirit of continuous
improvement and advances.
Given the crucial nature of our work, we’d
be remiss if we didn’t say that all of our
engineers must have a strong technical
foundation, be committed to engineering
rigor and possess a proven ability to think
critically.
Meanwhile, with the global pandemic
continuing to change the way we all work
and live, the wellbeing of our employees and
their families remains our top priority.
That’s why we offer employees enhanced
family benefits to help manage long-term
care solutions, flexible work options to
achieve better work-life balance, and a robust
employee assistance program that includes
free access to 24/7 confidential resources
and experts to help handle everything from
the demands of everyday life to major life
events.
— Catherine Wick, manager, leader of talent
acquisition and candidate engagement
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 iscuss your agency’s approach to reskilling and upskilling your
D
employees to address current and future workforce needs. How are you
using data to better understand what skillsets are needed today and in
the future?
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE
We’ve encouraged our officers to take
advantage of training and other online
learning opportunities to boost their
skills while working from home during
the pandemic. While much of our work
is classified and must be done in a SCIF,
unclassified training on key skills is widely
available.
• This approach has been especially
effective when it comes to
increasing the digital acumen of our
officers through developing their
understanding and application of
data science and data analytics. We
will be looking for the downstream
impacts of these new online training
opportunities: for example, whether
officers will want to transition to
more data-driven roles based on their
exposure to additional training during
the pandemic.

• ODNI also supports officers who want
to build their skill sets through external
schooling and educational opportunities,
and we reimburse officers for relevant,
job-related learning expenses.
— Lora Shiao, chief operating officer

“We’ve encouraged our officers to take
advantage of training and other online
learning opportunities to boost their
skills while working from home during
the pandemic. While much of our work
is classified and must be done in a SCIF,
unclassified training on key skills is
widely available.”
— LORA SHIAO, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, OFFICE OF THE
DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE

DEFENSE ACQUISITION UNIVERSITY
We started with the “big picture” end in
mind and described the future state of
work as a corporate university in today’s
environment, paying strict attention to
needs and desires of multi-generational
learners in the digital environment, all
influenced by the daily demands of work
and life around them. From that picture, we
are developing work breakdown structures
to determine the performance and
professional capabilities required of every
function and type of position within DAU.
We then structure organizational design,
position descriptions and hiring strategy to
support the future of work.
Two years ago our faculty development
programs were still largely focused on in-

person teaching, and nearly all of our online
offerings were asynchronous. At that time,
we launched an initiative to focus on holistic
professional capabilities centered around
strategic and critical thinking, inductive and
deductive reasoning, situational awareness
and relationship building. Now, with the
future of work squarely planted in the digital
universe, capabilities such as digital fluency,
flexibility with change and production
capability have risen to an equal standing
with thinking, reasoning and engaging.
DAU’s Human Resources Directorate
upgraded its learning management system
to inculcate performance and succession
planning to improve organization growth
and identify future needs. Through its
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modernized platform, HR real-time data
can be easily manipulated to populate
visualizations and deliver accurate and
timely decisions.
We continually investigate platforms from
other industries to make training and
engagement of our own work intuitive and
better than it has been in the past, and while
doing so we consider additional workforce
capabilities that may be needed to support
any shifts.

Last but not least, we are always looking for
rotational or developmental opportunities
to broaden the capabilities of our existing
workforce, and borrowing talent from public
and private industry to cross-pollinate.
These developmental rotations yield high
return.
— Angela Carsten, human resources director

AIR FORCE CIVILIAN FORCE MANAGEMENT
To support the Chief of Staff of the Air
Force’s move to “accelerate change or lose,”
we utilize strategic workforce planning
as our primary means of identifying the
skillsets we need today and will need
in the future. Collection and analysis of
recruitment and retention and retirement
projection data across the variety of civilian
job series and career fields represented
in the department allows us to identify
current trends, and future challenges to our
ability to ensure that we have the airmen
and guardians that we need. Reskilling
and upskilling are natural next steps to
helping address any future skills gaps that
we identify during the workforce planning
process. As a part of the digital Air Force
strategy, we recently launched the Digital
University (DU), which provides our entire

workforce with access to free courses from
Udemy, Pluralsight and Udacity. While
the initial focus of the program has been
cybersecurity specialists and technical
professionals, the overarching intent is
to expand to program offerings that will
provide all airmen and guardians with a
mechanism for upskilling their technical
and professional skills. The platform offers
employees the ability to map out a new
career, as well as develop the skills needed
to transition once they have identified where
they want to land.
— Glenda Scheiner, director of headquarters Air
Force Civilian Force Management and John
Carbone, deputy director of headquarters Air
Force Civilian Force Management, Air Force

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT
VA’s cyber workforce management office, in
partnership with IT workforce development,
established a pilot program called the cyber
training academy, to develop work rolespecific curricula to offer VA employees both
upskilling opportunities as well as portable
cyber skills that can be leveraged throughout
government.
The Federal Cybersecurity Workforce
Assessment Act required every department
or agency to align its positions performing
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IT, cybersecurity or cyber related functions
to work roles within the NICE Framework
mentioned earlier. VA viewed this as a
paradigm shift in the way the department
understands the composition and, more
importantly, requirements, of its cyber
workforce. Building on previous initiatives
to align VA’s positions to cyber work roles
within the NICE Framework, VA launched
two initiatives to use data to better
understand the skillsets needed both today
and in the future.
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First, VA is enhancing the way it analyzes its
cyber workforce. For decades, the accepted
norm was to place information technology
workers, or cyber personnel, within the GS2200 occupational series. While that remains
the practice today, VA also views its cyber
workforce through the 52 different lenses
afforded by the NICE Framework work roles
or cyber skills. By performing workforce
analytics, we can identify trends and human
capital metrics by discrete skills, and to
develop targeted human capital strategies
to recruit, hire, develop and retain the
workforce by those needed skills.

Second, VA is conducting a gap analysis by
comparing ideal state cyber skills to those
possessed by its current cyber personnel.
Assessment results will show where VA
needs to focus its skilling, upskilling and
reskilling efforts to address current and
future workforce needs and ensure VA’s
cyber workforce skills align with and meet
the department’s technology and security
needs.
— Tracey Therit, chief human capital officer

COAST GUARD
Effective training ensures members are
capable and ready for assignments and
operational missions and is also a retention
opportunity to demonstrate investment in
career development. Coast Guard missions
are evolving and the tools we leverage must
also evolve using data driven decisions. The

Coast Guard modernized ready learning
approach is based on research and practices
that incorporate new technology to enhance
the learning experience and is focused
on providing proper instruction to use
technology in the field.
— Spokesperson
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
That is a conversation the bureau is having
right now, and honestly we are trying to
figure out how to tackle it. We do have our
training division and there are classes
that you can take all year long. All of the
individual programs like the cyber division
or the operational technology division
usually have training units of their own
that offer deep dive courses into whatever
they want their cadre to know, and they
offer that on their own schedule. There
is a whole regimen of trying to make the
individuals that are working your programs
working in your jobs, keep them up to date
and relevant. Across the board, I think as
a larger bureau with 37,000 people, I think
we’re really just trying to figure out how
we take people that get a little siloed in
one job function and move them over to

another job function when they’re ready
to do something different. There are some
constraints around that. But those are the
conversations we’re having right now. I
think, conceptually, everybody would like
to do that more. We would like to encourage
people to move laterally around through
different functions as a way to encourage
their skill set development. You might
be in a job that’s very transactional. It’s
very production numbers based. Then we
might say, ‘hey, let’s move you over into a
more customer centered role, where you’re
serving in a more consultant type manner,’
that’s going to develop a whole new set of
skills for you. We’ll put you with one of your
more experienced peers who’s an excellent
mentor in that area. So we try that as well.
— Peter Sursi, former head of talent acquisition

RAYTHEON MISSILES & DEFENSE
Across the company, we’re extremely
focused on creating a workplace where
every employee can work, grow and feel a
sense of belonging. Our employee scholar
program is just one example of how we’re
committed to employee growth through
lifelong learning.

In fact, our industry as a whole has
been tapping into data-driven analysis
and decision-making as part of digital
transformation, as have our customers.

As part of this program, the company
helps employees pay for college degrees,
certification programs and certifications
related to the business.

We listen very closely to our customers
to understand what they want to achieve
through digital transformation technology.
They have responded very clearly,
emphasizing the need to deliver their
defense products and capabilities more
quickly.

We also have a keen focus on knowledge
transfer and put a lot of energy into
technical apprenticeships to accelerate the
technical development of our early-career
engineers. And then there’s on-the-jobtraining, which we’ve shown to be highly
effective.

In addition to heeding our customers, we
also listen to our engineers – the design
practitioners – to understand how and
where we need to drive digital connectivity
and identify use cases that have the most
impact on speed, efficiency and accelerated
capability delivery.
— Catherine Wick, manager, leader of talent
acquisition and candidate engagement
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 ow has the COVID-19 pandemic and the move to remote working
H
changed how you recruit and retain, and train employees? How did the
move to remote working open up the door to recruit a broader talent pool
and make it easier to retain workers?
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Driven by the pandemic, we have developed
a permanent telework policy that is meant
to endure. Before the pandemic, like many of
our IC partners, we had not fully explored the
potential for telework based on the classified
nature of our work, much of which needs to
be done inside a SCIF.
• At the beginning of the pandemic, we
quickly began to pivot and immediately
identified unclassified work, initiatives
and enrichment activities that our
officers could participate in while
working from home.

• Over time, we have continued to
challenge our managers and our
employees to innovate in this space,
and the workforce response has been
overwhelmingly positive.
• As we move forward, we hope to
eventually post all of our vacancies with
an estimated percentage of telework
associated with the position, which
is unprecedented for the IC. We hope
this will increase our attractiveness
to potential employees who want to
contribute to the classified national
security mission while also having the
ability to do some work from home.
— Lora Shiao, chief operating officer

DEFENSE ACQUISITION UNIVERSITY
DAU is a DoD training organization,
similar to a corporate university in the
commercial sector. As we are charged
with providing training and support to
more than 184,000 members of the Defense
Department’s acquisition workforce, DAU’s IT
infrastructure was already state-of-the-art.
However, COVID-19 impacted both policy and
culture. DAU had to rethink how to “on board”
personnel virtually and rethink our brickand-mortar footprint—not just while we are
in the pandemic, but as we move forward.

In the past year, we have recrafted our
policies regarding telework, allowing
maximum flexibility for employees in the
future, while still retaining room for the
in-person experience. As we grow from
this experience with COVID-19, we plan to
capitalize on the good things that we learned
and gained in this mass experiment (close
communication within natural workgroups
is on the uptick, people are productive, sick
leave usage is down) while we also address
what was lost in the virtual environment.

DAU transitioned from brick-and-mortar
to virtual operations successfully early on
because we already had a solid technology
infrastructure. Realizing the future of
both work and learning was in the digital
space, DAU had begun expanding its virtual
capabilities not long before the pandemic hit.

We lost the moments of “serendipity”
and innovation that occur when people
who don’t naturally work together cross
paths at live events such as “TEDxDAU,”
a conference, or simply over lunch in a
cafeteria. Those chance meetings create
new ties or new interest, and that’s where
innovation blossoms. In a well-known
digital entertainment studio, serendipity
and chance encounters are considered so
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critical to innovation the studio workspace
is designed to ensure you cross paths with
new people daily and create loose ties across
the organization. For that reason we also feel
it’s important to retain purposeful physical
presence as we move forward.

DAU has several locations across the
U.S. Since COVID, we have deliberately
pivoted from hiring based on location to
an enterprisewide, geographically diverse
model. Since this shift, DAU has been able to
cast a wider net when seeking talent and cut
down on relocation expenses.
— Angela Carsten, human resources director

AIR FORCE CIVILIAN FORCE MANAGEMENT
Like so many other employers,
the COVID-19 pandemic forced
the Department of the Air Force to
consider how we would continue to
grow our workforce during a period
of physical isolation and distancing.
A highlight of our response has been
the way in which we expanded the use
of technology to continue operational
human resources functions (e.g., in
processing of new hires) in a virtual
environment. We were also able
to continue offering in-person or
in-residence trainings with virtual
meeting tools like Microsoft Teams
and Zoom for Government.

“A highlight of our response has been
the way in which we expanded the use of
technology to continue operational human
resources functions (e.g., in processing
of new hires) in a virtual environment.
We were also able to continue offering
in-person or in-residence trainings with
virtual meeting tools like Microsoft Teams
and Zoom for Government.”
— GLENDA SCHEINER, DIRECTOR OF HEADQUARTERS AIR FORCE
CIVILIAN FORCE MANAGEMENT AND JOHN CARBONE, DEPUTY
DIRECTOR OF HEADQUARTERS AIR FORCE CIVILIAN FORCE
MANAGEMENT, AIR FORCE

While our use of telework has grown
exponentially over the last year in a
way that we intend to sustain over the long
haul, we are still exploring the best and most
useful ways to incorporate remote work (i.e.,
permanent virtual work arrangements with
employees located outside of a commuting
area) into our recruitment and retention
strategies. Regardless of where our airmen
and guardians are located, we are confident
that our willingness to embrace virtual work

technologies has allowed us to balance
expanding the reach of our recruitment and
training efforts with the need to keep our
workforce community as safe as possible
from unintended exposure to the virus.
— Glenda Scheiner, director of headquarters Air
Force Civilian Force Management and John
Carbone, deputy director of headquarters Air
Force Civilian Force Management, Air Force

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT
VA is using virtual platforms for hiring fairs,
interviewing and modernized onboarding to
reduce time to hire during COVID-19. Where
work must be performed onsite, VA ensured
safe work environments for employees
and provided paid leave options when
needed. VA increased use of technology
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and collaboration tools to communicate
and conduct training. VA’s annual telework
report to OPM reflected greater use of
telework and more positions classified and
recruited as remote. This reduced time to
hire and the need for relocation incentives to
obtain talent for jobs that can be performed

INSIGHT BY APPTIO

anywhere. VA reclassified existing positions
as remote to accommodate employees with
caregiver or other needs to mitigate potential
loss of talent due to the need to leave the VA
in the absence of workplace flexibilities.
VA launched an initiative to define the
future of work. VA has learned many
lessons during the public health emergency
and adopted numerous best practices.
Innovation and process improvements
supported VA in maximizing telework,
increasing telehealth, virtual meetings,
hiring and onboarding. In consultation with
stakeholders, VA will draft a playbook with

information and recommendations to guide
VA’s transformation from a traditional to
hybrid work environment. The playbook
will cover, but not be limited to: work
flexibilities (location and schedule), facilities
management, IT needs/collaboration tools,
hiring/onboarding, learning/development,
health and wellness, performance
management, and pay and employee
engagement. VA is a great place to make a
positive difference in people’s lives, and the
pandemic reinforced the importance of that
mission.
— Tracey Therit, chief human capital officer

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Before the pandemic, the bureau was not an
especially telework-friendly organization. It
was usually considered something you did if
you had to have knee surgery on both knees
and you had to be at home for six weeks. It
was very incident driven and for very short
periods of time. Obviously COVID-19 changed
everything. For a while last spring, we were
all sheltering in place so the bureau really
had to pivot to what we call low side or
unclassified work.
The general consensus in human resources
overall is that telework is definitely here to
stay as a significant part of an organization’s
presence. Whether it will be like some
organizations that have go to 100% telework,
anywhere, anytime, I think that goes back
to what I said before: Millennials and Gen
Z want a greater work-life balance. Most
people think telework aids that and that the
external labor market is going to demand
it as the economy recovers. Organizations
either will offer that or they’re going to be
less competitive. I think that is definitely
something FBI is going to have to grapple
with.
When it came to hiring, for example, just the
special agent hiring piece, usually you apply
and somebody looks at your resume. They
have to be doing that now from home, so they

have to figure out a way to get the resumes
on the low side computers at home. Then
they go to a third-party testing center to
take the first test. Well, they’re all closed. So
everything grinds to a halt until they started
to reopen again. They go then to a field office
for like a meet and greet. We switched over to
virtual meet and greets. Everybody’s like, ‘it’s
not as good.’ We’re like, okay, but you know,
nothing is happening so let’s just go with
virtual and then at least hiring can move
forward. With the changeover to virtual meet
and greets, the world didn’t end miraculously.
They were able to assess people just fine.
But that was very new for us. Then there’s
the interview. Again, normally we have big
mass interviews, in regional sites where you
bring in 150 to 250 candidates, fly them in for
a week and 100 assessors just blitz all week
long. Three agents on an interview panel per
applicant, all day for a week. Clearly, we’re
not doing that. We redid everything. We had
all 56 field offices do their own phase two
interviews. We changed our policy to allow
two of the assessors to be virtual so it could
be an applicant and one agent in person.
We can use smaller rooms with COVID
protections. That was a big issue because
agents like to see your face to judge you.
— Peter Sursi, former head of talent acquisition

INSIGHT BY APPTIO
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COAST GUARD
The COVID-19 pandemic changed the way
the Coast Guard recruits military and civilian
applicants. Recruiting methods shifted to
virtual platforms to include hiring events and
virtual recruiting offices. The shift from inperson events to virtual platforms increased
the number of candidates who could
participate and enabled hiring managers to
access information prior to and during an
event to review resumes and to interview
applicants.
COVID-19 rapidly accelerated the Coast
Guard’s efforts to modernize training
delivery. In January 2019, the service piloted
the first virtual course convening for an
aviation maintenance course. The pandemic

demanded a change to the service’s efforts to
ensure continued training. The Coast Guard
converted more than 60 courses to blended
and virtual delivery which enabled the
workforce to continue learning and training
although travel and in person interactions
were reduced.
Post pandemic, the use of virtual recruitment
events and virtual training will continue. The
Coast Guard is conducting an assessment
of the best balance of telework and on site
work to meet Coast Guard’s multi-mission
response capabilities and operational
readiness.
— Spokesperson

RAYTHEON MISSILES & DEFENSE
The COVID-19 pandemic has really
encouraged hiring managers to expand
their understanding of where work should
be performed. While some of what we do
requires employees to be onsite, digital
technology affords employees the ability to
work virtually from anywhere.
Tools such as Zoom for Government
and Microsoft Office 365 are among the
capabilities that we’ve deployed to enable
employees to work and connect with
colleagues no matter where they are.
In fact, we’ve come to learn that employees
not only like working in this virtual world,
but most prefer it. From a recruiting
perspective, we’ve actually seen an uptick
in application volume since offering virtual
work options across a number of our roles
within the organization.

Technology has also empowered us to
expedite the interview process, which has
been great, especially as we’ve seen an
increased candidate flow.
Some of our businesses are even hosting
full virtual interview days consisting of
an executive-led company overview, 360°
virtual tours of our office and factory spaces,
followed by multiple virtual interviews with
several hiring teams.
Importantly, the COVID-19 pandemic and the
move to remote work has ultimately helped
keep our employees safe throughout this
past year.
At the onset of the pandemic and in response
to CDC guidelines, we quickly enhanced
sanitation measures to protect those
“essential” employees required to work onsite
due to the complexities of our work.
— Catherine Wick, manager, leader of talent
acquisition and candidate engagement
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 iscuss your employee engagement strategy and how the pandemic has
D
changed your approach.
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Prior to the pandemic, almost all of our
employee engagements were done at the
classified level. During this period of reduced
building occupancy at any given time, we
had a new-found need to be able to address
our entire workforce—those working in the
office and those contributing from home—in
a town hall setting, all at one time, at the
unclassified level.
• The shift to unclassified town halls
that are viewable inside and outside
the building necessitated a different
approach to capturing workforce
questions. We collect questions in
advance on both the classified and
unclassified systems, announcing the
event several weeks in advance and
providing instructions for submission of
questions, including a cut-off date.
• Since the questions tend to cover general
themes, we group them into categories. If

operating under time constraints for the
Q&A session portion of a town hall, we
reframe a handful of high-level questions
based on those categories. After the main
remarks and content of the town hall,
our Office of Strategic Communications
poses the questions to the principal in a
Q&A, interview-style format.
• We have also done one classified town
hall with limited in-person attendance in
our auditorium, which was broadcast live
on the high-side and internal television
channel.
We have also drastically increased the
number of workforce messages on a variety
of topics and ensure that they are all posted
on our internally controlled unclassified
platform instead of just the classified
website, as would have been done prior to
the pandemic.
— Lora Shiao, chief operating officer

DEFENSE ACQUISITION UNIVERSITY
We’ve created regular and recurring virtual
coffee hours with senior leaders which
are open to all employees across the
organization. Workforce members who were
rarely in proximity to senior leaders in other
parts of the country are now able to interact
with them in forums we never considered
pre-COVID. This has given us a greater
sense of inclusivity and made collaborating
across the enterprise much more

commonplace. We are experiencing bottomto-top participation in all types of projects,
and workforce members are applying
discretionary effort to non-traditional teams.
This is generating excitement and a new
sense of purpose for many.
— Angela Carsten, human resources director

STRATEGIC GUIDANCE SURVEY: Reskilling, Training and Retention
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AIR FORCE CIVILIAN FORCE MANAGEMENT
Employee engagement is a key component
of the Department of the Air Force human
capital strategy. Building a cadre of
successful airmen and guardians requires a
cohesive approach of service, opportunity,
engagement and understanding. Core
elements of our employee engagement
strategy include providing continuous
feedback throughout the employee
performance management cycle,
recognizing and rewarding outstanding
performance, and providing training and
development opportunities in a manner
that will enable us to build and sustain an
engaged workforce. Prior to the pandemic,
much of what we typically do to act on
these core elements was built around “in
person” activities and models of behavior. To
continue engagement throughout this period
of physical distancing, we leaned more
deeply into the use of collaboration tools
and services like Microsoft Teams and Zoom
for Government. We provided equipment
and bolstered our IT infrastructure and
services to support remote work. Meetings,
training and development, working groups,
and conferences were adapted for a virtual
environment. Policies and practices,
like virtual/telework and alternative
work schedules, were implemented to

support employee work flexibilities. Most
importantly, department leaders re-focused
on communication.
Pandemic-related restrictions hampered
much of the communication and
engagement that happens organically
through water-cooler conversations, office
walk-throughs, and cubicle pop-ins, so
engaging employees through frequent
and intentional communication was
imperative. This was achieved through
things like regular communications from
senior leadership to the workforce, recurring
virtual team meetings, and one-on-one
discussions between supervisors and their
employees. We are also benchmarking
with other agencies and exploring tools to
provide to our supervisors to guide them
on how best to build a culture of employee
engagement in the virtual environment. As
we operate in and discover the “new normal,”
the department will continue to look for new
and innovative ways to enhance employee
engagement.
— Glenda Scheiner, director of headquarters Air
Force Civilian Force Management and John
Carbone, deputy director of headquarters Air
Force Civilian Force Management, Air Force

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT
VA administered the fiscal 2020 All
Employee Survey (AES) in September 2020
and results were released in December
2020. From fiscal 2019 to fiscal 2020, VA
increased its Federal Employee Viewpoint
Survey-based Employee Engagement Index
from 70% to 72% and its Best Places To Work
index score from 65% to 69%. VA has an
enterprisewide employee engagement plan
that identifies five evidence-based drivers of
employee engagement. VA’s focus on these
drivers as well as increased sharing and use
of AES data from fiscal 2019 to fiscal 2020
led to VA-wide improvements during the
pandemic.
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This past year VA added tools and resources
on health and wellness through an employee
support toolkit that spread best practices
through a website full of videos, tip sheets,
stress management activities, relaxation
tools, spiritual/inspirational resources, etc.,
which employees could access 24/7.
VA also launched an easy way to provide
recognition to co-workers and staff in real
time via #VAGratitude.
VA released its first-ever employee
experience (EX) journey map and identified
24 moments that matter in the employee
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lifecycle. Using this journey map as a guide,
VA is conducting deep-dives into improving
the onboarding process and using human
centered-design in 2021 to continue making
VA a best place to work as a leader in
whole health and patient-centered care for
Veterans.

Lastly, VA is using whole health to increase
the well-being of its employees, especially
those in health care occupations.
— Tracey Therit, chief human capital officer

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Over the last couple years, the bureau
has invested in what are typically called
employee resource groups, which are
groups of like-minded employees that
form a committee and then provide both
guidance to senior executives and serve as
advisory committee within the bureau. We
have federally-employed women. We have
a bureau of equality which is our LGBTQ
employee group. An employee group for
persons with disabilities. There’s about 9
or 10 of them to include veterans, Native
Americans and others. Most of the senior
executives do interact with those groups.
Each group has an executive champion, and
then they do get to brief the director on a
periodic basis and make sure that their needs
are at least known at that most senior level.
Our diversity inclusion office champions that
and runs that piece of the Bureau.
During the pandemic, I think one of the
things that changed or got emphasized
a little bit more was really diving into
understanding the family life and the home
life of our individual employees. When
everybody is sheltering at home and trying
to figure out how to make it work, and your
kids are in virtual school, and your bird’s
chirping next to you, or your puppy is going
crazy, suddenly everything gets a little
looser and barriers drop. So you start to ask
to see your colleague’s dog on that Teams
meeting before because now they have a dog
that’s adorable. I think a lot of executives, I
know I did and a lot of my peers did, make

“During the pandemic, I think one
of the things that changed or got
emphasized a little bit more was
really diving into understanding
the family life and the home life of
our individual employees. When
everybody is sheltering at home and
trying to figure out how to make it
work, and your kids are in virtual
school, and your bird’s chirping next
to you, or your puppy is going crazy,
suddenly everything gets a little
looser and barriers drop.”
— PETER SURSI, FORMER HEAD OF TALENT
ACQUISITION, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

an effort to check in on our folks. We were
spending a lot of time really just trying to
address the high stress levels, allow people
to be stressed and just acknowledge that
they’re stressed for a reason. I think that was
sort of the biggest change. As we go back to
normal, there are definitely people that want
to bring that back into the office and the
others who will be a little more comfortable
with that slight distance of the more
professional family and work environment.
We’ll just sort of see how things emerge.
— Peter Sursi, former head of talent acquisition
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COAST GUARD
The Coast Guard partnered with labor
representatives to implement changes
to workplace processes, procedures and
policies in order to operate in a virtual
environment. Temporary changes in work
schedules, leave policies and telework
procedures were quickly implemented.
The Coast Guard human resources office
provided supervisors and employees
with revised processes and procedures to
promote employee engagement in a virtual
environment. Supervisors were provided
guidance that defined teleworking practices
and identified updated performance
measurements for the virtual environment.
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Virtual training was extended to supervisors
to assist with completion of performance
plans and provided guidance for issues
members may encounter with new
workplace practices.
The Coast Guard increased award and
recognition program outreach efforts to
provide the workforce and supervisors
additional information about award and
recognition timelines and opportunities.
These efforts encouraged supervisors
to reward employees for outstanding
performance to reaffirm their value to the
organization in a virtual environment.
— Spokesperson
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RAYTHEON MISSILES & DEFENSE
As a company, we’re focused on – and
passionate about – creating a positive
employee experience and nurturing an
environment that celebrates us all.
This past year, we’ve faced many challenges
and changes, from undergoing the largest
merger in aerospace and defense history
to responding to the COVID-19 pandemic
to acknowledging the racial reckoning
that swept the nation. As a result, we see
employee engagement as more important
than ever.
In addition to fostering a culture of inclusion,
innovation, integrity and pride, we also want
to ensure that our engagement efforts help
employees feel supported and valued as we
all adapt to our new normal.
We’ve invested in comprehensive, holistic
employee engagement approaches. Our
multi-year plan addresses employees’
needs for community, career development,
inspirational leadership and meaningful
purpose through a variety of experiential
activities and programs.
A few examples:
• As soon as the pandemic hit, we quickly
pivoted to conducting all in-person
employee activities in the virtual
space, using technology to replicate the
important face-to-face interactions and
networking that come with in-person
activities. We ensured that we didn’t lose
sight of our culture or each other.

• We launched an educational webcast
series featuring external subject matter
experts to help employees adapt to
change, overcome challenges, practice
positivity and create a culture where
everyone can succeed.
• We partnered with business leaders
across the company to host regular
employee appreciation opportunities
to show that all employees are valued
for their critical contributions to our
success.
• We expanded our 18-month new hire
program to accelerate onboarding and
provide new employees with tools and
resources to develop their careers, gain
leadership exposure and network with
fellow new hires via opportunities to
connect virtually.
• As well, we continued to support our
longtime, robust network of employee
resource groups and hobby/interest
teams—energizing employees around
business objectives, growth and
innovation across the enterprise;
attracting, retaining and developing
employees; and sustaining community
connections.
Overall, our employee engagement efforts
aim to enhance the employee experience by
deepening their commitment; accelerating
meaningful community-building and
nontraditional connections; and nurturing
an environment that celebrates diversity
of thought, provides meaningful work and
encourages collaboration.
— Catherine Wick, Manager, leader of talent
acquisition and candidate engagement
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 hat are two of your biggest barriers or challenges to recruiting new
W
employees? What are two of your biggest barriers or challenges to
retaining employees? How are you overcoming them?
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE
ODNI, like the rest of the IC, faces the
challenge of recruiting into the classified
environment, which includes an exhaustive
background investigation and security
clearance process, which some applicants
may find intimidating. The reality that most
of our work is inherently classified and thus
must be accomplished in a SCIF may factor
into a candidate’s employment decision.
• We hope to instill the call to service
in prospective applicants by talking
about the rewarding work and impact
that the ODNI and the IC have on our
nation’s security. Our outreach efforts
often include demystifying the classified
world and the clearance process for
prospective applicants.

Especially during the pandemic, we have
also pivoted, along with much of the rest
of government and the private sector, to
e-recruiting events. Instead of having to
send recruiters to events, our recruiters
can engage with students and other
prospective employees at an even greater
number of venues through the use of virtual
technology.
— Lora Shiao, chief operating officer

DEFENSE ACQUISITION UNIVERSITY
DAU’s biggest challenges to recruiting new
talent are the level of experience required
to teach and the use of term appointments.
Due to the specialized and diverse nature of
the DAU student population — the Defense
Acquisition Workforce – DAU instructors
require a robust background in Defense
acquisition. Regarding term appointments,
this model is similar to other corporate
universities but may not provide the same
long-term stability that competitive service
appointments offer.
A big challenge stems from the legacy focus
on recruitment and retention of senior, very
experienced acquisition practitioners to
teach and mentor the upcoming acquisition
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workforce. The transition to a digital
and virtual learning environment can
be more challenging for some segments
of the workforce. This is not necessarily
a generational challenge, it can be an
expectation challenge for someone who
seeks the traditional classroom setting for
the interactions in that environment.
We strive to overcome this through internal
upskilling toward digital fluency that
occurs in the flow of work, and continual
development to that end. In our new position
descriptions and job announcements, we
speak to this modern learning environment
and the capabilities necessary for success.
— Angela Carsten, human resources director
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AIR FORCE CIVILIAN FORCE MANAGEMENT
Our most significant talent acquisition
challenges center on the speed of hiring,
the impact of mandatory qualifications
standards and the impact of suitability
requirements on the onboarding process.
Similarly, our most significant retention
challenges center on the salary limitations
associated with federal civilian employment,
and increasing our Department of the Air
Force employee participation rate for the
Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS)
to the level needed for us to gain more
meaningful insights into the workforce’s
wants and needs. Our efforts to overcome
these barriers have included: maximizing
use of direct-hire authority and expedited
hire authority (EHA) to accelerate the hiring
process, requesting waivers of various
qualification standards from the Office of
Personnel Management (OPM), leveraging
existing Office of the Director of National
Intelligence directives to allow for the use

of interim background check results and
federal agency reciprocity to expedite the
on-boarding of new hires, expanding our
ability to use recruitment incentives for
certain occupations by obtaining OPM
approval to raise the recruitment incentive
limit beyond the 25% cap, obtaining OPM’s
approval of special salary rates for various
hard to fill/hard to retain occupations, and
an aggressive push to market and increase
employee participation rates for the FEVS.
While our efforts have already resulted
in improvements, we remain committed
to continually seeking new avenues and
strategies for recruiting and retaining the
airmen and guardians we need.
— Glenda Scheiner, director of headquarters Air
Force Civilian Force Management and John
Carbone, deputy director of headquarters Air
Force Civilian Force Management, Air Force

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT
VA’s challenges revolve around the number
and complexity of the federal personnel
systems and hiring authorities we have, and
the myriad federal regulations and guidance
related to classification and compensation. It
is difficult for VA to compete for health care
providers in some employment markets.
Additionally, in some areas of the country,
it is even difficult to recruit housekeeping
aids and food service workers because of
competition with the hospitality industry.
VA has and continues to submit legislative
proposals for relief. Through the Chief

Human Capital Officers Council (CHCOC) VA
discussed ways to streamline authorities
and modernize established practices.
Change is needed to compete with private
industry and attract students and recent
graduates to the public sector.
Retention of HR specialists will continue
to be a governmentwide problem if we
continue to add to the complexity of
work and pile on new layers of policy and
processes with insufficient resources and
time to learn and implement before the
next change is released. VA’s EX journey
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“Employees, and Millennials in particular, expect more
and view government work as outdated and inefficient.
Health care professionals with demanding workloads
“burn out” with the administrative requirements added
to their jobs. VA continues its reform efforts to eliminate
administrative work through automation, artificial
intelligence and chatbots. VA continues to request
funding for developmental and trainee positions to assist
with these duties and explore new technologies that are
agile and interoperable.”

Millennials in
particular, expect
more and view
government work
as outdated and
inefficient. Health
care professionals
with demanding
workloads “burn
out” with the
administrative
requirements
added to their jobs.
— TRACEY THERIT, CHIEF HUMAN CAPITAL OFFICER, VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT
VA continues its
reform efforts to
map also reveals challenges around
eliminate administrative work through
integration and interoperability. When
automation, artificial intelligence and
human capital management, time and
chatbots. VA continues to request funding
attendance, and payroll systems are not
for developmental and trainee positions to
integrated, implementation of change
assist with these duties and explore new
is delayed, errors are heightened, and
technologies that are agile and interoperable.
workarounds and increased administrative
— Tracey Therit, chief human capital officer
steps are established. Employees, and

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
I would say the biggest issue is a failure of
imagination. The good thing about the FBI is
everybody’s heard of it. The bad thing about
the FBI is that everybody thinks it’s white
dudes in suits, who are special agents. And
that’s it. But it is not. We really target a lot
of our marketing materials, our advertising
materials, our external conversations
about trying to get other people to imagine
themselves in the FBI, to understand what
other jobs there are. We’re going to launch a
brand new ad campaign this summer. We are
hopeful that our FBI jobs Instagram account
will finally get approved and we’ll launch
that. I’d be super excited about that. I think
that is literally the biggest thing because
once they can imagine themselves here, we
have a great story to tell, we have amazing
work and that’s really where we shine.
The greater percentage of people these
days find their jobs through social media,
through mobile apps, so, of course, we need
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to be there to get the labor market that
we have today. That’s really where we’re
pivoting away from print media, but we still
do some and that’s been very successful.
Obviously with online, you can track all of
your candidates, see what your click through
rate is and then calculate the return on
investment of those advertising strategies.
And so that’s actually been great for us.
Obviously with the bureaucracy, everything
takes forever so that’s always a challenge.
The background investigation is a very long
wait so to keep people warm, we sort of send
them emails while they’re in the background
process. Every three weeks, a candidate gets
an email saying, ‘You’re not lost. You’re still
in the system. We’re still working on you.
Here’s a cute video, here’s something about
the FBI history.’ The goal is to kind of keep
them warm and not panic. So that’s really
helped us as well.
— Peter Sursi, former head of talent acquisition
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COAST GUARD
The Coast Guard’s primary challenges
include the ability to recruit and retain
employees and the ability to compete with
the mobility and flexibility of modern
industry.
The Coast Guard continues to invest in
technology infrastructure and processes to
support a seamless transition between in
office and teleworking connectivity.
The Coast Guard strives to be an employer
of choice. This requires implementation of
public and private industry practices that
can be implemented by the Coast Guard
while maintaining operational readiness.
The Coast Guard’s primary barriers include
increasing public awareness of the Coast
Guard brand and low/declining rates of
eligible members and reduced interest in
military service.
The Coast Guard is a small service with
budget constraints that do not allow

advertising and marketing campaigns
similar to the Department of Defense. This
reduces awareness of the Coast Guard,
particularly in remote locations and land
locked areas of the country. Coast Guard
recruiting offices are strategically located
to reach the greatest eligible and diverse
audiences. The Coast Guard recently
increased funds for recruiting efforts,
created an officer recruiting contingent and
amplified outreach efforts for in-person
and virtual recruiting events to overcome
awareness challenges.
The Coast Guard adjusted outreach and
recruiting initiatives to support a more
pointed effort to recruit, train and retain
eligible members. We leverage data analytics
to pin point areas of the country that have
provided larger numbers of members that
meet eligibility criteria that are interested in
joining the Coast Guard.
— Spokesperson

RAYTHEON MISSILES & DEFENSE
One of our biggest challenges pre-pandemic
was around a candidate’s willingness to
relocate. For those roles that are classified
and/or require onsite work, the challenge
was convincing these candidates to relocate.
To counter that reluctance to move, the
company offers one of the more generous
relocations packages in our industry.
Fast forward to today’s climate and our
abundance of virtual work options, we’re
finding that salary expectations are proving
to be a major challenge.
For example, if a candidate is hired to work
remotely for a role that would have been
conducted onsite before the pandemic – say
in Tucson, Arizona, but they live in California
– their salary expectations are still high
due to cost of living. We lose the ability to
leverage the low cost of living in Tucson,

Arizona to bring candidates across the line
to accept an offer.
In such situations, we highlight the other
benefits in our portfolio in addition to our
incredible culture and the mission that
drives our work.
Our employees tackle the world’s most
complex challenges and toughest threats.
As dedicated engineers and professionals,
they take pride in knowing that their
efforts contribute to protecting our citizens
at home, soldiers in the field and critical
infrastructure across the globe.
For someone looking to create a safer world
while defining the future of aerospace and
defense, then Raytheon Missiles & Defense
is the place to be.
— Catherine Wick, Manager, leader of talent
acquisition and candidate engagement
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Maintaining momentum in
workforce flexibility should
be the focus post-COVID
INSIGHT BY CORNERSTONE ONDEMAND

The COVID-19
pandemic forced
government to
overcome a lot of
the hesitancy and
obstacles it has
traditionally faced
in implementing
Steve
workforce
Dobberowsky,
flexibilities. Agencies
director of strategy
had to face the fact
and value services,
that most of those
Cornerstone
obstacles came from
OnDemand
risk-averse leaders
that fostered a
culture that is resistant to change. But now
that those leaders have realized they had
more flexibilities than they thought, they’re
free to begin adopting practices that the
private sector has been embracing that fall
well within risk tolerances. The challenge
now is maintaining that momentum in
order to realize a truly adaptive and
agile workforce.
Many agencies are in fact already
exploring some of these options. Steve
Dobberowsky, director of strategy
and value services for Cornerstone
OnDemand, said the Air Force
presents a model that agencies can
live by. Their new attitude of “accept
change or lose” recognizes that this
change is going to come; there will be
no snap back to the pre-COVID status
quo. Agencies need to find a new
posture that encompasses security
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and risk assessment, but also employee
engagement. Employees want these
flexibilities, and agencies would benefit
from taking the stance of “how can we”
rather than simply defaulting to “we can’t.”
“We can adopt some of these things that
the private sector is doing. We increase
talent pools if we start to look beyond the
immediate DC region, or the immediate
geographical region. We recruit a little bit
differently, because we can be supported
through remote work,” Dobberowsky said.
“Leadership in government realizes that
we can capture some of these things. And
we can continue to do these in a thoughtful
strategic manner to make sure that we’re
reducing the burden on hiring managers,
that we are increasing the amount of talent
that we have available for mission critical
occupations, where we have very low
quality or very low numbers in our talent

“We can adopt some of these things that
the private sector is doing. We increase
talent pools if we start to look beyond the
immediate DC region, or the immediate
geographical region. We recruit a little bit
differently, because we can be supported
through remote work.”
— STEVE DOBBEROWSKY, DIRECTOR OF STRATEGY AND VALUE
SERVICES, CORNERSTONE ONDEMAND
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pool, because we’re just losing them to the
private sector and other very well paid jobs.
And so anything that we can do to increase
the ability to hire these people faster
directly, is something that I think is you
should hold on to.”
When it comes to improving the talent
pool, some of these practices that agency
leaders should be looking to retain include
reappointment eligibles, Schedule A
hiring, direct hiring, grooming potential
public servants in college and even high
schools, and internally developing the
workforce through upskilling, reskilling
and new-skilling.
It all starts with identifying the skills that
agencies need. That’s easier said than done,
but there are some practical ways agencies
can get started with this. In some cases that
can mean hiring a contractor to evaluate the
position and skills that are needed. Another
thing that can help with this is taking a
data-based approach.
“We have tools that actually do that for you.
We have artificial intelligence that
has thousands of resumes that we’ve looked
at over the years, hundreds of thousands
of resumes, parsed out some unique
skills based on titles, occupations and
organizations,” Dobberowsky said.
“For example, for my former organization of
IRS, I could go into the Cornerstone system
with some of the tools that we’ve added,
type in my position at the Internal Revenue
Service, and it comes up with some set of
recommended skills based on what others
in that profile or that title have. So I think
that’s a good start, leveraging technology
to assess where you are and what you’re
doing.”
Agencies can also look at other
organizations that have comparable
workforce needs, that agencies are already
competing for talent with, and discover
what skills they’ve identified, especially in

anticipation of some of the technologies
that are changing the way work is
performed.
It comes down to strategic workforce
management. When new talent pools
aren’t available, agencies need to be
more deliberate in the way they apply
reskilling, upskilling and new-skilling.
Reskilling involves sharpening skills
employees already have, which is where
many organizations tend to focus most
of their energy.
Upskilling, by contrast, involves developing
adjacent skills. Many times, this means
stepping outside the comfort zone into
stretch assignments. An employee moving
from the IT help desk doesn’t necessarily
know all the ins and outs of cyber. But
employees want to be developed, and learn
skills they didn’t have before. Agencies
have increased their focus here, especially
recently, because it’s especially useful when
they can’t hire for the skillsets needed.
New-skilling is the one Dobberowsky said
doesn’t happen much in government. This
involves taking a new skill, like leveraging
AI, and figuring out how to develop those
skills in employees. Often, that again
involves looking at outside organizations
to get a sense of their lessons learned, their
best practices, and their approaches that are
working, and translating them to your own
organization.
“I would hope that we capitalize on those
opportunities. I think that we often get in
the way of ourselves, and over-analysis
causes paralysis,” Dobberowsky said. “I
think what we should be looking for are the
flexibilities that are present, and simply
ask to use them more frequently. We’re in a
better spot post-COVID, because we learned
that we can do it. And we can do it safely.
And it really increases our flexibility and our
people like it.”
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